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Project Background
Peace-building and conflict transformation are increasingly popular concepts in local and
international youth work, particularly in post-violent settings in Eastern and South Eastern Europe,
but adapted concepts also gain ground addressing community conflicts in Western Europe. Most of
the approaches in use focus on people-to-people approaches bringing young people from
conflicting communities together. However, they often do not address directly the violent past and
the resulting deeply rooted negative imagines towards the other conflict party.
On the contrary, approaches to reconciliation and dealing with the past do particularly focus on
this. The emphasis of reconciliation work is in creating space for changing and re-defining
relationships of conflicting parties in a dynamic and adaptive process aimed at building and healing
(Lederach 2001). Thus, reconciliation is a deep and wide process that focuses on all people directly
or indirectly affected by current or past conflicts questioning attitudes and negative stereotypes
about the “enemy” and believes about our history and the role we took/ take in the conflict.
By introducing the concept of reconciliation and dealing with the past to youth based organizations
who by now are not familiar with both aspects of peace-building processes, the project aims to
contribute to sharing practices in the sphere of youth work and to raise awareness for the diverse
nature youth work can take particularly in the challenging field of conflict transformation.
Objectives of the training course:

To inspire and empower young people to build bridges of mutual understanding among
cultures and countries

To enhance grass-root potentials for reconciliation work in the participating countries

To plan youth-led follow-up projects dedicated to reconciliation work in order to strengthen
grass-root conflict transformation processes
Content:

Peace-building and conflict transformation

Project planning for reconciliation work on local, regional or international level

Fundraising for youth projects
Applicants were encouraged to already have an idea on which topic they would like to work and to
develop a follow-up project. The course focused on developing small scale youth-led projects that
the participants want to implement after the course.
The participants had the following profile:

At least basic knowledge of approaches to conflict transformation and youth participation

Current involvement in a NGO or social initiative as a volunteer, educator, youth leader or
staff member working on local or international level on social change processes or peacebuilding

Readiness to participate in a mutual learning process in an intercultural environment

Good level of English to follow the training course and readiness to fully participate in the
course

Young people to be aged between 20 to 28 years old
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Day 1
Participants arrived in Kobuleti throughout the end of the day, from Tbilisi/Batumi and their
respective countries. After dinner, the participants were welcomed with a short round of
introductions. They introduced themselves with their name, where they are from and one thing
about themselves to keep it short. There were some drinks, snacks, and music or a good night
sleep to start off the project fresh.
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Day 2
The training course was opened in a circle in the conference room. The project team shortly
introduced themselves, their backgrounds, and their roles during the project. Also, practicalities of
the course were detailed before the first session of the project.

Session 1: Name games and ice breaking
Objectives

To get to know each other

To break the ice
Activities
First, everyone introduced themselves by pronouncing their names loudly. Then, everyone walked
around in the room shaking hands with each other in order to get familiar with the names.
After this, the participants, still standing up, were asked to close their eyes. The assignment was to
arrange themselves according to their age in one minute. The two rules were: no speaking and
keep your eyes closed. After one minute the participants were given the opportunity to repeat the
exercise, however, this time they were allowed to speak. Eyes remained closed.
After a brief evaluation, participants were asked to come up with their own name games and
warm-up exercises. They were split into four groups and after five minutes preparation time, each
group facilitated their own name game, icebreaker or get to know each other exercise with the
whole group:

Energizer with chairs and eye contact

Name game with gestures

“A lot of questions”

Popcorn Energizer
Outcomes

The participants were warmed up and the atmosphere was good

Participants were starting to get to know each other

Team building

Session 2: Program & Methodology
Objectives

To emphasize our theoretical framework of our peace-building work

To introduce the objectives of the training to the participants

To get familiar with the methodology of the training course
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Activities
Before the break, the participants were asked to prepare the first part of this session by picking an
object and preparing and writing down a 1 minute narrative about your work and values in relation
to this object. The narrative should reflect the core value in your work that they would never
sacrifice or trade in.
Coming back from the break, the trainers had placed inspiring quotes in the field of peace work on
the walls. Participants had some time to walk around and get inspired before presenting their
values and principles with the group. Each participant then shared their narrative with the entire
group in a circle of chairs.

Sharing values
The values that were shared guide us in our work and represent the theoretical framework we
carry with us. It is the starting point of any work we do and they should form the background for
theories of bringing change, represented in our activities.
After this activity, the objectives to the training course and their background were introduced.
Summarized they are as follows:

To build bridges among cultures and countries

To enhance competences for reconciliation work

To plan youth-led projects
In other words, the trainers explained they would provide the group with tools to make different
projects in the field of reconciliation. They aimed to empower participants to become part of a
bridge, or construct a bridge for peace. The course is aimed at enhancing competences in order to
create needs based and outcome oriented activities that bring about change.
Regarding the methodology, the main elements are competence development, experiential
learning, and shared responsibility.
Competence development is represented by the following triangle. Your knowledge, attitude, and
skills all shape your project idea. Theoretical knowledge is obviously needed, but without specific
skills an idea might not succeed. Attitude is also crucial since how your see the world and envision
change will reflect upon your projects. The example was given of using violent means to reach
peace to emphasize the need to think about your attitudes and theoretical background when
implementing change. The principle of ‘do no harm’ is an important principle in our work.
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Competence Development

Experiential Learning

Knowledge

Attitude

Skills

Conclusion

Experience

Application

Reflection

Another important principle: SHARED RESPONSIBILITY
We all have different backgrounds, different theoretical frameworks, but we all take responsibility
for this shared process.
After the explanation of the objectives, methodology and working principles of the training course,
it was signaled that we don’t know each other’s names well enough. Before the lunch break one
last name game was placed, ‘The Name Bazaar’. It was agreed to keep our stickers with our names
on for the rest of the day.
Outcomes

Participants were introduced to the objectives and methodology of the course

The group shared the following values and principles with each other:
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Communication

Sharing

Education

Exchange

Fairness

Understanding








Mutual Respect
Empowering
Trust
Nonviolence
Transformation
Empathy








Learn & Change
Connecting
Love
Resistance
Cooperation
Law & People

Session 3: Learning Needs
Before starting the thirds session, the group did an energizer proposed by one of the participants
called the ‘Chicken game’.
Objectives

To harvest expectations and learning needs from participants
Activity
The participants were divided into four groups and were asked to think about their learning needs
and expectations for the training course. Each group was handed two flipcharts where they could
write down their learning needs regarding the two central themes:



Peace-building and Reconciliation
Project Development

Any other expectations could be written down on a separate flipchart on the wall. Each group
presented and elaborated upon their outcomes with the entire group.
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After hanging the flipcharts on the wall for everyone to see, the participants were asked to think
about what they could personally offer in terms of knowledge or skills. They could write this on a
piece of paper and stick in on the wall next to a corresponding learning need. After some
technicalities and practical announcements, it was time for a coffee break.

Harvesting expectations
Outcomes
EXPECTATIONS – PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
General Expectations

Practical and hands on (overall)

Have the time to apply the things that are given to us
Project Development

Proposal writing

Project design and methods

Logical framework

How to develop educational programs

Defining realistic goals

How to analyze, prioritize and select problems to deal with

Research resources
Budget and fundraising

Budgeting

Fundraising

Financial draft concepts

Funding opportunities, both public and private
Implementation

General administrative skills

Risk management

Problem solving

Time management, specifically how much time to invest in idea

How to deal with bureaucratic issues

Creativity

Tools how to set up and carry out projects
Connecting

Getting access to local communities

How to target the relevant audience

How to promote a project

How to engage others to continue working

Mapping the field of partners that work on the same issues

Public relations

Networking

Cooperation between organizations

How to develop a project within existing frameworks of other institutions
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Monitoring and sustainability

Sustainability

How to assess your success?

Methods for project monitoring
EXPECTATIONS – PEACE-BUILDING AND RECONCILIATION
Case Studies

Case studies

Examples of peace-building actions that were brought towards cases of discriminatory
behavior

Case studies from the trainers’ experience, documentaries, or books

Discussion on Caucasian conflicts and history

Peace=building case studies on the ground and in practice

Gaining insight into personal cases of the participants
Intercultural Dialogue

Sensitive and affective communication skills

Intercultural dialogue

Exchanging national narratives

Overcoming subjective narrations

Narratives
Theoretical basis

Theory of change

Distinguish between conflict issues, division of resources, or is it honor not divisible?
“Gegenstand”

Dealing with the Past
o Emotional barriers
o Facts

Stakeholder analysis

The tension between theory and practice and how to embrace this gap
Methodology

Identifying core problems

How to build peace in an ongoing violent context

How to choose the right tools in different situations

Methods on how to come to compromise (practical methods to start a diplomatic dialogue)

Role of the mediator

To what extent a mediator is needed in conflict situations
PARTICIPANT CONTRIBUTIONS
Peace-building and Reconciliation

Collective identity formation and narratives

Clarifying characteristics of conflict issues

Case studies of peace-building and reconciliation, Northern Ireland and Rwanda

Examples from anthropology how to get access into communities and how to be sensitive
towards the field

How to make countries and people friendlier

Knowledge on the use and abuse of history

Context and background on theory of historical reconciliation
Project development

Defining goals and logical framework

Theory of change on organizational level

Methodology of writing a research proposal in general

Cooperation with others in similar projects, how to exchange experiences

How to prepare a resolution process – negotiated agreement
Other expectations: An excursion to the mountains
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Session 4: Team Building
Objectives

To introduce the concept of intelligent groups

To link the concept of intelligent groups to both project planning and this training course
Activities
The participants brainstormed on the motivations of people for joining groups. This was done to
illustrate that all people in groups have different motivations and reasons to be there. The same
goes for this training course, so it is good to be aware of this.
For this session the model of intelligent groups was used. For a group it is important to make clear:

What is our framework

What are our motivations
Participants were shown the video that was filmed of them during the first session this morning.
The assignment was to arrange themselves according to their age in one minute with their eyes
closed and without talking. Recap of the video according to the participants:
 After the first assignment was given (eyes closed and no talking) first reactions were
confusion, questions like ‘but how?’ and ‘that’s impossible?!’
 On the images confusion was noticeable, people were thinking, assessing, confused, trying
to find each other or just waiting
 Some found each other and tried to communicate with their hands
 After the new instructions (now talking was allowed) people said to feel happy, hopeful,
saw possibilities of reaching the goal and for communication with more than one person
 Chaos emerged
 Some people started following others
 Suddenly, one voice emerged and other shushed the rest. This voice took the lead in
devising a strategy
Linking it to this week, it was pointed out that different dynamics can occur within groups
depending on our framework, values and motivations.
Four scenarios for groups were presented:
1. The group has motivation but does not know
2. The group knows how to do it, but does not want to do it
3. The group knows and wants to do it
4. The group doesn’t want and doesn’t know
It can be good to identify in which stage a group is, to better understand if there is resistance to an
activity for example. Certain solutions were offered that could help when encountering obstacles:
1. Providing clear tasks can help, you can give a small instruction
2. Motivation is lacking, so there is a need to identify why people are in the group
3. All is good
4. Where is the purpose? This can for example be a mandatory thing
Within this model motivation is important, but another dimension is knowledge and competences.
Linking back to practice, trainers explained that these elements frame what will happen in a
particular context with a group. The advice was to keep them in mind when planning our projects.
Also for the group that is present here at the training course, there are differences is motivation,
competences and learning needs. There is the context of ten participants already having
participated in the training course in June.
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Outcomes
MOTIVATION TO JOIN A GROUP

Learning

Being part

Exchange, Share ideas,
points of view, likeminded

Experience

Power, strength

Useful

Happy

Comfort

different









Similar people
Example, statement of cooperation
Purpose
Protection
New friends, people, meeting, not
loneliness
Ideology
Make distance us/them

Intercultural disco
For the free evening it was decided by the participants to have a cultural disco where everyone
could share their local food, drinks and dances.

Intercultural Disco
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Day 3
The day started off with an energizer, brought forward by one of the participants. The group played
a competition of ‘Rock Paper Scissors’.
Before the start of the first session, the program flow of the day was explained by the trainers.
During the first two sessions the group would be split into two in order to facilitate a peer-to-peer
learning process on the concept of reconciliation in the afternoon. The first group, consisting of the
ones that had participated in the first part of the training course in June, prepared the afternoon
sessions while the new participants would be introduced to the context of peace-building and
conflict transformation.
Furthermore, the rest of the schedule and program flow of the week was proposed to the
participants.

Rock Paper Scissors + Program Flow

Session 1
Group A: Peer-to-peer preparation
Objectives

To create and prepare sessions for the afternoon program on reconciliation
Activities
Firstly, the group brainstormed on what methods to use during the peer-to-peer learning process.
Then, they created session outlines and structured plans which they could work with. They decided
to split up in two groups, in order to fine tune the two afternoon sessions and work them out.
Outcomes
The group was half way in the process of preparing the sessions, still in progress of designing their
outcomes.
Group B: Concepts of Conflict and Peace-building
Objectives

To introduce main concepts and subjects in the field of peace-building

To introduce the group to the context of nonviolence

To achieve a more balanced level of knowledge for all the participants
Activities
The first activity was one to represent a conflict between groups. It started off by grouping the
participants into three groups of five. They were told that it was a competition and they had to
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think of a team name. Three chairs were placed in the middle of the room. Then, all three groups
received a piece of paper with a different assignment on it that they could prepare in a separate
space. During the assignment they couldn’t speak, but they were allowed to discuss a strategy
before coming back into the conference room.

One group was supposed to take the chairs outside the room

The other group had to form a circle from the three chairs

The others had to make sure the chairs were not touching the ground
After the debriefing of this exercise, the concepts of violence and conflict were presented with the
help of a Prezi presentation. The presentation contained the most relevant definitions of basic
concepts – violence, peace, and conflict. The distinction between positive and negative peace was
central, as well as the concepts of direct, structural, cultural and ecological violence.
Outcomes

The group experienced how a conflict evolved and how the different groups behaved. Also
they saw the key of communication and saw how the conflict escalated due to the different
strategies and assumptions. It would have in this case been possible for all three groups to
reach their goal.

The participants extended or refreshed their understanding of the concept of violence

Morning sessions

Session 2
Group A: Peer-to-peer preparation
Objectives

To create and prepare sessions for the afternoon program on reconciliation
Activity
Group A worked on the sessions they were going to give in the afternoon in two groups. For both
sessions, they fine-tuned the outline and structure and created guiding questions and finalized
their presentations.
Outcomes
Two sessions for the afternoon were prepared by the participants in order to share their knowledge
on reconciliation with the rest of the participants.
Group B: Concepts of Conflict and Peace-building
Objectives

To convey the concepts of conflict and the process of escalation

Discuss strategies of transition to peace on a theoretical level
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Activities
Continuing with the Prezi presentation, different models, stages, and examples of conflict
escalation were presented by the trainer. Different data and models exemplified the process of a
conflict escalating into violence.
The short film Neighbours (1952) was shown as an artistic representation of this process. The
group was asked to pay attention to the small details of this movie. Afterwards, the group shared
their observations and analogies of the processes and symbols in the film with conflict escalations
in the world. A few analogies that were mentioned were communication, establishing rules over
borders, fences, dehumanizing, and confrontation after a misunderstanding, fighting with rules at
first, conventions, value of the object which was fought over, identity evolving, threat images.
After watching and discussing the touching film, participants performed an exercise. In the middle
of the room was a line drawn with tape. Five people stood on one side of the tape and five on the
other side. The task was to convince the person standing in front of you on the other side of the
line to move to your side. The results of this exercise were different for all five couples, some
cooperated, others used force, and others convinced or attracted the other party. Next to
compromise and trust, there was also some cheating and bribing.
For the debriefing of this exercise, a flipchart was used regarding conflict management strategies.
In this chart, the goal and relation are described as positive factors moving towards cooperation
over time.

Escalation and strategies
After this exercise, the link was made to the topic of this course: peace-building and reconciliation.
With the help of the same Prezi presentation, the trainer discussed these concepts.
Next to the concepts of negative and positive peace from the first session, practitioners developed
more conceptions of peace. An example is true peace, trying to combine different forms of peace
in order to describe sustainable peace. It combined elements of conflict transformation. In relation
to this, the concepts of peace-building, peace-making and peace-keeping were discussed.
Lastly, the relevance of a solid conflict analysis was emphasized and tools for conflict analysis were
presented, such as the onion, pyramid, pillars, tree, iceberg, timeline and more. As a final tip the
trainer recommended a good book: The Little Book of Conflict Transformation – John Paul
Lederach. You can also see some of his lectures on YouTube.
After lunch, the group was invited to come to the beach and enjoy some Armenian snacks.
Outcomes
Participants gained theoretical insight into concepts of violence and peace.
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Theories of Conflict and Peace + Armenian snacks on the beach

Session 3: Participant Session on Reconciliation
After lunch, the group was reunited again and it was time for the presentations that group A
prepared for the rest of the participants. All session revolved around the concept of reconciliation.
The first session would present the main understanding of reconciliation and present it with a short
example of reconciliation in South Africa. The second session would centre around obstacles in
reconciliation processes with the good practice example of Europe after WWII.
Objectives

To gain a basic theoretical understanding of the concept of reconciliation
Activities
Firstly, the group was asked to brainstorm about the meaning of reconciliation. Hereafter, the
participants presented the following working definition of reconciliation:
“A process aiming at building relationships between individuals, groups and societies”
This process is characterized by:
 From a divided past to a shared future
 Shared suffering
 Collective responsibility
 Restoring confidence
Four dimensions of reconciliation were presented:
Right to know – Right to Reparation – Right to Justice – Guarantee of non-Recurrence
The understanding was conveyed that a reconciliation process can only be complete when these
four dimensions are actually gone through. For a more detailed theoretical background see their
PowerPoint presentation in the Annex.
After the theoretical basis, a movie presenting the reconciliation process in South Africa after
apartheid was screened. The group was asked to critically look at dimensions from the theory that
could be seen in this case and identify some obstacles in the process. Before the screening, the key
actors were identified, along with the context in which the process of reconciliation was situated.
After the film, the group was asked to pair up to discuss the main actors and connect them to the
actor pyramid in a collective brainstorm. The next step was to see what role these actors played in
the reconciliation process. Participants shared their observations with the group and placed
processes and elements of the process of reconciliation in South Africa in the four theoretical
dimensions.
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In conclusion, this four-dimensional model shows a schematic, conceptual understand of
reconciliation measures. Actions can be in contradiction, but can still help the process. It was also
concluded that there can be much overlap between different dimensions for one action. Also it was
mentioned in the general discussion that the four elements can have a different meaning in every
setting and culture. Justice can for example be represented by a trial, but could also come in the
form of a public speech for example.

Peer-to-peer sessions
Outcomes
Participants were introduced to or deepened their knowledge of the concept of reconciliation in this
peer-to-peer process.
BRAINSTORM ON THE MEANING OF RECONCILIATION

Forgive

Restoring of relations / relationship

Compromise

Common future

Dealing with the past

Compensation

Thick reconciliation / True peace

Accountability

Creativity

Truth
PLACING ELEMENTS OF RECONCILIATION PROCESS IN FOUR DIMENSIONS
Educational programs in schools
Meeting between victims and perpetrators
Broadcastings on TV





Law



Truth commission
Amnesty
Making information accessible
Exhumation
Perpetrators telling the truth







Guarantee of non-recurrence
Elements of all four
Right to Know + Right to Justice
(transparency)
Right to justice + Guarantee of NonRecurrence
Elements of all four
Right to Know
Right to Know
Reparation + Right to Know
Right to Know + Reparation

Session 4: Participant Session on Reconciliation
Objectives

To create a deeper understanding of the concept of reconciliation
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Activities
During this second session prepared by the participants for the participants, the group firstly was
asked to think about inter-personal conflicts in their personal lives. Four groups were made in
which they discussed the process of reconciliation in these situations with the help of the following
guiding questions:
1. How did you feel during the conflict?
2. Was there any violence?
3. Why did you need to reconcile?
4. What did you do? (for reconciliation)
5. Was there a third party to intervene
6. What were the outcomes/results?
Participants were asked to write three useful and three not useful strategies relating to this conflict
on yellow and white papers. The four groups shared their outcomes and stuck the yellow and white
papers on the wall.
After this, the participants were asked to brainstorm and think of obstacles for reconciliation, which
were also placed on the wall. Linking these strategies and obstacles to the societal and
international level the group discussed whether these strategies were also useful on these levels.
The discussion moved towards the meaning of compromise before the second part of the
presentation was initiated.

Thinking about reconciliation
The second part of the last session elaborated on the link to interstate conflict by bringing forward
the case of reconciliation after WWII. Two participants presented this case from their respective
backgrounds.
The first case was the reconciliation process that started in Germany after WWII. It was presented
that before the reconciliation process started in Germany, the stages of denial, victimization,
distrust were present in society. The reconciliation started there as a grass-roots movement around
1968. The importance of symbolic gestures, such as protests or the Warschauer Kniefall by Willy
Brandt, and more were discussed. Furthermore, the institutionalization of reconciliation in Germany
in different forms, such as academic research, monuments, museums etc was presented.
The second example brought forward represented a less successful case according to the
presenters, namely that of Romania after WWII. The same stages of denial and victimization were
noticed in this case. However, partly because of the communist regime after WWII, the discourse
remained ‘in denial’. In the 1990s, discourse started to move and there is now an institutionalized
movement. The National Institute for the Study of Holocaust in Romania is a sign of this move and
symbolic gestures are arising. It was noted that there is still a long way to go.
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Ending on a positive note, it was pointed out that this year’s Nobel Peace Prize was awarded to a
Tunisian reconciliation movement and that the EU integration process is a good example for a
move from distrust to trust in a continent with a violent history.

Presentation on Reconciliation after WWII
Outcomes

Participants gained a deeper understanding of the concept of reconciliation and the
obstacles and strategies for the process in practice.

Participants shared and learned about cases of reconciliation in different settings
USEFUL FOR RECONCILIATION

Taking the first step

Admitting a mistake

Compassion and kindness

Compromise

Evaluation of the situation

Listening and comforting each other

Distinguish levels









Mediator
Acceptance
Willingness to reconcile
Empathy and mutual understanding
Time off to cool down
Awareness of need
Sharing

NOT USEFUL FOR RECONCILIATION

Selfishness

Stubbornness

Misunderstanding

Threatening

Using violence

Avoiding

Inflating









Insulting
Being distracted by emotion
Walk away
Lack of recognition
Sense of victory – power imbalance
Punishment
Time waiting for the other







Age gap
Difference in character
Mistrust
Fear
Conflict of interests

OBSTACLES FOR RECONCILIATION

No need to reconcile

No willingness

Pride

Lack of transparence

Cultural barriers

Power imbalance
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Feedback session
Closing the day off, the group evaluated in a circle. It was a full day with a lot to take in. The
general feeling was that everyone learned a lot. There were feelings of enjoyment and pride
expressed about the presentations that the participants prepared. A few rounds of applause were
well deserved before enjoying the free evening.

Sessions on reconciliation
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Day 4
After a good night sleep everyone was feeling happy and was smiling when the program of the day
was introduced by the trainers. Today promised to be another day full of content and theory. The
first session consist of two presentations by participants, one on ‘Reconciliation in Northern Ireland,
a case study on Belfast’ and the other on a specific element of reconciliation ‘Truth and Justice’.
The second session revolved around propaganda. After lunch, participants had the space to present
and get to know each other’s NGOs on the NGO fair. Session 4 handled the concept of power and
the day ended with an optional evening session on fundraising after dinner.

Session 1 Participant Presentations

Session 1: Participant Presentations
Objectives

To share academic knowledge from research and practice regarding specific aspects of
reconciliation
Activities
‘Reconciliation in Northern Ireland: a case study on Belfast’ (see Annex)
For this session, one participant presented an insight into reconciliation in Northern Ireland from
her personal experience and research in Belfast. After giving a short background introduction into
the conflict, she described the still deeply divided society. According to her, the conflict could be
characterized as ethno-nationalist with a religious layer.
She presented her own research, dealing with direct and indirect methods for reconciliation
depending on different age groups. For older people, a more direct approach was used, whereas for
the younger generation indirect approaches looking towards a shared future where employed.
Examples of these two approaches clarified this distinction. Examples of the indirect approach were
music, slam poetry, and art initiatives bringing different groups together. Besides her overall
positive experiences, she saw the obstacles of participants not always being willing to participate in
the activities. Also, she marked that it’s hard to measure results of such initiatives. Are attitudes
actually changed?
The second example that she brought forward was that of the physical barriers that divided the
community in order to provide more time. In 2019 will be the 50 th anniversary of the “peace walls”,
although some local people disagree with them being a positive influence on reconciliation since
they reinforce the idea of danger and are used to identify “the other”. There is general consensus
for removal of the barriers by 2023, although there are obstacles. These obstacles are reflected in
an interesting saying: ‘mental barriers have to come down before the physical can’. As a last note,
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a controversial initiative was presented. As a step for reconciliation some walls were decorated.
However, the opinions are mixed, since for some it makes these walls even harder to remove.
In the group discussion after the presentation, the necessity of reconciliation in this context was
discussed as well as the role of ex-combatants in the post-conflict setting.
‘Truth and Justice’ (See Annex)
Before starting the presentation, the group was asked to do a quick brainstorm round on the
meaning of the term justice. Then, one participant presented his view on the concepts of truth and
justice from a theoretical perspective.
Within this heavily debated and contested subject, there can be two main lines of thought found:
Punishment | Restoration

Emmanuel Kant and later advocates of this line argue that justice is fairness and
punishment is needed to restore human dignity. Truth serves fairness and punishment.

Aristotle and followers argue that justice can lead to human society and restoration will end
the cycle of violence. Thus, sometimes not punishing might be better for society as a
whole. Truth serves the process of knowing your place in society, serves justice in this
sense.
An example of this last line of thought can be found in Mothers in South America asking for the
right to know where there sons were in order to move on. They didn’t ask for punishment, just
truth in the sense of knowing.
The concepts of reconciliation, justice, reparation, truth and knowing all mean something else in
the Kantian way than in the Aristotle way. Next to their different meanings, they serve different
goals and processes of reaching those goals. We see these lines clash in situations in the world
today, as well as within ourselves.
After the presentation of the theoretical background, the participants were divided in groups of
three to discuss what their personal philosophy was: where do you stand and why? After 10
minutes, the groups presented their discussions and points of view. Different opinions were shared,
mostly reflecting the need to find a middle way between these two lines of thought. A combination
or a golden middle were mentioned as the best way. However, an important element was a case by
case approach. It was also noted, that we cannot achieve a case by case examination of where the
balance should be since then there would be no legal framework beforehand. Scholars have aimed
to create a theory of the middle line, although it is hard to fit into one system of thought.

Kant or Aristotle, where do you stand?
Outcomes

Participants learned about the case of Belfast

Participants gained more in depth knowledge on the role of truth and justice in
reconciliation from a theoretical perspective

Participants engaged with the theoretical concepts on a more personal level
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BRAINSTORMSESSION ON CONCEPT OF JUSTICE

Fairness

Freedom

Dignity

Reconciliation

Punishment

Tears

Revealing truth

Values

Recognition

Compensation

Rights & Duties

Representation

Responsibility

Accountability

Law

Mutual respect

Restoring

Egalitarian









Tolerance
Forgiveness
Purpose
Evidence
Process
Compromising
Rehabilitation

Session 2: Participant Presentation
After the break, the group did the energizer of ‘Dragons, Princesses and Princes’ outside because it
was such good weather and there were some technical problems inside.
When everyone came back in, there was the possibility to sign up for the fundraising session in the
evening and participants were given some time to think of questions they would like to have
answered in this session. These questions could be placed on papers on the wall underneath the
flipchart.

Dragons, Princesses and Princes
Objectives

Explore the role of propaganda in reconciliation

Prepare for the NGO Fair
Activities
‘Propaganda – how it is relevant to reconciliation’ (see Annex)
This participant presentation focused on the role of propaganda. More specifically, it focused on
how we see the truth before, during, and after conflict. Examples were provided of propaganda by
leaders, or films calling on people to go to war. Also, films after a conflict can represent their
versions of the truth by leaving certain elements out or highlighting others. Lies by omission:
propaganda can be more powerful when it’s based on at least a partial truth. With images the
group was shown how propaganda can appeal to our emotions and works with narratives and
symbols. In conclusion, it was stated that everything is a matter of presentation and that we
always have to look for why and how someone is saying something.
During the discussion after the presentation, participants touched upon the following topics: use of
statistics in propaganda, views on using propaganda in reconciliation, the role of omission of truths
in creating stability after a conflict, and institutionalized propaganda such as mass media. The
discussion about propaganda was also linked to the Kant-Aristotle discussion. It was concluded that
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it’s important to be aware of the role of propaganda, since it makes it harder for us to imagine the
thinking of others.

Presentation on Propaganda and NGO Fair preparations
After the presentation, participants were given the time to prepare for the NGO fair. The flipcharts
included at least the following elements:
 Name and country organization
 Goal of the organization / vision / purpose
 Target group
 One specific example of an activity
After this activity, the trainers briefly reminded the participants about the program flow of the day
and week. Hereafter, it was time for a lunch break.
Outcomes

Participants gained knowledge on the role of propaganda before, during and after conflict

Participants created flipcharts in order to present their NGOs on the Fair

Session 3: NGO Fair
Before starting the NGO Fair, the group did the ‘Bird Energizer’ proposed by a participant.
Objectives

To provide space for participants to share what they do with each other

To inspire participants to action or cooperation

To find possible project partners
Activities
Time was provided for all those who wished to present their organization to do so. In total there
were nine diverse NGOs presented, some directly linked to reconciliation, some more on peacebuilding, others working with education.
In order to let the fair run smoothly, the presentations would happen in rounds. The numbers 1, 2,
and 3 were placed on the wall with three flipcharts of organizations hanging underneath them.
People who work at these organizations stood next to their flipchart and presented their work. This
rotated every 15 minutes so that everyone had enough time to answer questions and see each
other’s’ organizations.
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NGO Fair
Outcomes
NGO’s that were presented:


Saunje / Georgia / Mari – www.ngosaunje.wordpress.com



Helsinki Citizens Assembly Vanadzor / Armenia / Nazali – www.hcav.am



BDS (Boycott Divestment Sanctions) / Global / Dorotea –http://www.bdsmovement.net



PAX / Netherlands / Lisa – www.paxforpeace.nl



FIO (Future is Open) / Armenia / Aida – www.fio.am



Civic Initiative / Georgia / Paata – www.civicinit.wordpress.com



EuroPeers / Europe / Natalie – www.europeers.de



The Institute for Historical Justice and Reconciliation / Netherlands / Ruben –



Chayn / India, Pakistan, Italy / Chiara – www.chayn.co

www.historyandreconciliation.org

Session 4: Concept of Power
Objectives

To create an understanding of the concept of power and its different forms
Activities
Balloons and toothpicks
The first activity the group performed was an energizer introducing the concept of power. The
group was lined up in two lines opposite from each other as pairs. One line was given balloons,
while the other side was given toothpicks. Three specific rules were given:
1. protect the balloon
2. don’t go out of the room
3. do not harm
This game resulted in some people trying to destroy their partner’s balloon with their toothpick.
Others didn’t do anything, since they didn’t hear a task.
In the discussion of this activity it was asked why we were given harmful tools whilst given the
instruction not to harm. One of the instructions was to protect the balloon. Why would that be
given? Some felt as though the conditions and instructions were set for escalation and conflict. This
raised questions about using power once we get it, or deciding not to use power. Others pointed
out that losing a balloon wouldn’t mean that much to them, so they saw it as a playful activity. It
thus warmed the group up and raised questions regarding power.
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Balloons and toothpicks + forms of power
The power of chairs
The second exercise was done in silence. Sitting in a circle, with three chairs in the middle of the
circle, participants were asked to show forms of power symbolically with the chairs. After many
participants did this, they were all asked to recreate and explain their forms of power. Different
options were discussed, amongst which: ‘chairs in the same direction’, ‘chairs being more powerful
together’, ‘balance of power between the chairs’, ‘hierarchy through a tower of chairs’, ‘sitting on a
chair representing the participants’ power to do that’, ‘vertical power’, ‘pyramid of chairs’, ‘chairs in
the form of a king and two slaves’.
Coming from the discussions that emerged talking about different forms of power, multiple
definitions already surfaced. The working definition that was presented in this session was:
‘The capacity or ability to direct or influence the others’ behaviors or course of events’
In the context of peace-building or an action:
‘The ability to reach the aim’
Concurring with these definitions two main forms of power were identified: Power over and
Power with. Power over can be invisible or can include force, power with has a common goal is
co-creative. There are pro’s and con’s to both forms of power (+ and -)
Power Over
+ Efficient
+ Maintain Control
- Minimize
- Long term impact

Power With
+ Multiplies
+ Empowers
+ Gives Voice
- Takes Time
- Emotional Cognitive Imbalance

Working in organizations can reflect parts of both of these models. An example could be a pioneer
initiative which combines power over with power with.
The next activity was a theater exercise that involved the (voluntary) cooperation of the
participants to enact certain forms of power and resistance. Two participants were asked to play
soldiers marching the room in a straight line and back. Their instructions were:
 keep on marching in a straight line and back
 dancing is forbidden, you hate dancers
 if you encounter a dancer make them stop by force and make them march with you
Another volunteer was meant to be a dancer:
 dance behind the soldiers
 when the soldiers turn around, keep dancing
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The first try around, the soldiers beat up the dancer and marched on with her in the middle. This
represented oppression and an act of violence.
Insight: According to social theory we cannot change the oppressors, however we can change the
behavior of the victim. The group was asked to replace the victim and act out another form of
behavior. Multiple participants acted out different sorts of behavior in the position of the victim:











Dancing in the other room: This meant continuing the forbidden behavior, but escaping or
hiding from the soldiers. This happens in real life as well. It does not change the attitude of
the oppressor.
Dancing behind the soldiers, but as soon as they could see start marching as well: This
strategy reflects conformism. In your mind, you might not agree, but you conform in your
behavior.
Giving the soldiers fake respect, mocking them almost: This strategy changes the image of
the oppressor towards others.
Trying to convince the soldiers that dancing is a good thing, to come join the party
Mobilizing others to dance: Power by numbers confused and frustrated the soldiers, they
tried to correct the behavior of at least of one dancer. This strategy worked partially,
however next day there will probably be more soldiers.
Obscuring the path of the soldiers: essentially protesting their activities
Trying to change the behavior of the soldiers with empathy and peace: Posing to threat,
trying to connect with the soldiers with love. Doing something pro-actively if you know how
can lower the risk.

The marching in this exercise could symbolize any social norm, any dominant idea that doesn’t
allow for another idea in a society. The trainers pointed out the from now on, the coming days of
the training would be focused on designing actions to bring about change. These actions are
focused on Power With.

Soldiers and dancers
Outcomes

Participants gained an understanding of the concept of power

Participants engaged with different forms of power

Reflection in a circle
After a full day of activities the group reflected in a circle. The feedback that was given was that
people enjoyed and learned a lot from the interesting participant presentations in the morning. The
theater exercise on power was also very well received. Some of the participants reflected on their
personal learning outcomes. A few participants commented on the case studies that they were
mostly Western oriented. The need was expressed to learn more about the local context in the
Caucasus.
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Evening Session: Fundraising
Objectives

To enhance knowledge about fundraising

To learn about possible donors and strategies on how to approach them
Activities
The session was based upon the questions that were brought forward by participants. The topics
that they were interested in were:
 Cooperation
 Project costs
 Basic tips
 Specific donors to approach
 Sources
 How to convince the donor?
For any project application for funding there are some principles that apply: Be precise, be
concrete and have a good structure.
Some donors have guiding questions, other leave it up to you to apply in a certain form. Both
options have both advantages and disadvantages. Guiding questions can be good because you can
have your own structure. An application form can be good because you know what they expect
from you.
How to









convince the donor? A few tips:
Get a personal entry point and link with a donor
Always try to make an appointment if your application gets denied
Some donors are also willing to give feedback to a draft
Talking to them is always good
Have a good quality application
Know how your donor functions
Adapt to their wording, there is for example a US-EU divide in discourse
Keep donors informed on how you’re doing, even afterwards

How do you create a budget?
Participants were shown an example budget and discussed the necessary components. It was
discussed that 7% overhead is quite normal. Some donors tell you how much is normal for
overhead (15% max?). Try to hit all budget boxes that are asked for in a form.
Where can I find donors?
Different options for potential donors were presented and brought up by participants. Also, the
option of crowd-funding was discussed. Also remember that money isn’t always needed, it can be
replaced with time or help. For new grass root organizations, there are some local low entry
requirement donors that want to stimulate new initiatives.
As an important principle: First you know what you want to do, then look for a donor.
Outcomes

Participants enhanced their knowledge regarding fundraising

Different strategies to approach donors were presented and discussed

The following list of possible donors was made:
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POSSIBLE DONORS





EED
Heinrich Boell
Foundation
Dutch and other
Embassies
Open Society
Foundation








NED
Eurasian
Partnership
Foundation
Zivik
Black Sea Trust
UNDEF







Vision2020
EYF
Bosch Foundation
Erasmus +
Crowd-funding
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Day 5
Starting the day, there was a short reflection by the trainers of feedback yesterday incorporating
the needs of the participants. Also, they introduced the program of the day. Then, the group did
the energizer ‘The human knot’ in two groups.

Session 1: Theory of Change
Objectives

To introduce the Theory of Change

To practice with creating a Theory of Change path
Activities
Firstly, the trainers introduced the Theory of Change with the help of a PowerPoint presentation
(see Annex). In this presentation it was discussed that you need a strategy on how to get from
reality A to reality B. That is why we need to understand reality A. Definition of Theory of Change:
“The articulation of the underlying beliefs and assumptions that guide a change strategy
and are believed to be critical for producing change and improvement”
After discussing what Theory of Change is, it’s main elements and why it is important, five key
elements were presented to create a Theory of Change. After the presentation, the participants
were split into four groups. They were given half an hour to fix the world. They were asked to
create Theory of Change with the following goals:





Group
Group
Group
Group

1:
2:
3:
4:

Make
Make
Make
Make

all humans vegan
everybody love pink
everybody not to go to Barcelona ever again
everybody play waterpolo

A piece of advice that might not have applied to these fictional cases: our theory of change should
be in line with our theoretical framework and principles.
Outcomes
Participants presented their Theory of Change maps to the group. Everyone was convinced to
become vegan, love pink, play waterpolo and especially never going to Barcelona ever again!

Human Knot and designing Theory of Change
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Session 2: Theory of Change - Case Study
Objectives

To provide an example of Theory of Change in practice
Activities
After the break the participants were shown an example of Theory of Change in practice through
an example of a movement against house evictions after the financial crisis in Spain (see
PowerPoint presentation in Annex). This movement represents a successful case. As a result of this
movement the legal framework recognized the right to housing and many people were relocated.
One of the founders is now the mayor of Barcelona.
The trainer explained different steps the movement went through, how it was formed, how it
developed and how it gained momentum. Afterwards, the theory of change model was filled in with
papers on the wall, depicted in 6 main steps.
During the group discussion afterwards it was pointed out that a lot was depended on the right
timing, the large social need. A lot can thus be attributed to context and being able to take the
right action in the right time and within the right context. It was also marked that the movement
took political responsibility after their success and were faced with many more problems, including
ethical dilemmas in their new roles.
This example shows that bringing about change is a very long way and you need to have a long
pathway planned. You always have to adapt your pathway when things evolve. Overall, your vision
is important to make your small initiative smarter.
Outcomes
Participants gained knowledge on theory of change in practice and discussed planning and
obstacles of creating change.

Session 3: Theory of Change and Reconciliation
After lunch the group performed a trust energizer proposed by one of the participants, ‘Train of
Trust’, before starting the session.
Objectives

To connect Theory of Change to Reconciliation

To present theories in the field of Reconciliation
Activities
After the practical example of Theory of Change in the case of House Evictions in Spain, it was now
time to look at specific Theories of Change in the field of Reconciliation. A PowerPoint was shown
with existing theories in this field (see Annex).
The presentation included a general understanding of reconciliation, a scheme for conflict
transformation identifying different stages, pathway of change and 8 sub-theories. Remarks and
advice from the trainers:

It is always important to realize in which phase you are intervening

Existing structures protect the idea that serves them; it can be a struggle to change
something. It is important not to create enemies and new sources for conflict so your
strategy should aim to be inclusive.
Outcomes
The participants gained theoretical knowledge regarding theories of reconciliation.
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Train of Trust

Session 4: Pathway of Intervention & Grouping
After a short break, the group continued with the Pathway of Intervention and the grouping
process.
Objectives

To present a Pathway of Change as the working structure of Project Development

To create groups for the Project Development phase
Activities
During this session the trainers explained the process the participants were going to go through
during the coming days for the development of their projects. Now that a stable theoretical
background was set, it was namely time to plan the intervention. The following planning steps
were presented in colored papers on the wall:
1. Identification of the General Problem
2. Context Analysis
 Problem Tree
 Actor Pyramid & Actor Mapping
 ABC-Triangle
 PIN-Onion
 Peace Flower
3. Formulation of a Vision and Mapping Pathway of Change
4. Identification of Core Problem
5. Project Planning
 Identification of Entry Points and Key Actors
 Assessing Own Capacities
o SWOT
 Goal formulation
 Intervention Logic
o Impact
o Outcome
o Output
o Activity
 Setting Success Indicators
 Setting Action Plan & Task Division
o GANTT Planning Tool
 Budgeting
6. Project Presentations (Submitting Proposal)
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The aim of this training course was set to at least reach the stage around indicators and budgeting.
Before being able to start this process, first it was needed to create groups. Those who participated
in the previous course in June already had an idea and were in a further stage of their project
development, others stayed in the room in order to create groups.
Since it is always difficult to create groups and it is an important part of the process, groups were
created in a way that was as natural and organic as possible. There were two main axes: People
and Topic. Firstly, participants were asked to think about a topic to work on and to write it down in
two words. Afterwards, participants explained their ideas shortly in a circle. Ideas that were
presented were amongst others reconciliation in the Caucasus, refugees, IDPs, and xenophobia in
Western Europe. Hereafter, everyone was given time to form groups based on their personal
connections and connections to the different topics that were shared.
Outcomes

Participants were introduced to the working plan of the Pathway of Change

Groups were formed for the Project Development phase

Main project topics and ideas were decided upon per group which amounted in the
following topics
o Threat images between Azerbaijani and Armenians
o Brainwashing
o Silence on atrocities in Georgia at the border with Abkhazia
o Xenophobia towards refugees in Western Europe

Brainstorming and Supra

Traditional Georgian Supra
This evening we enjoyed a traditional Georgian supra in Batumi. The Tamada (toastmaster) of the
evening did a wonderful job of toasting to God, family, moments of happiness and much more. It
was a great evening with laughter, emotions, good food, good wine, dancing and some tears. Many
described it as a special and moving experience, which brought the group closer together.
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Day 6
Today, the morning was planned to work in project groups. In the afternoon and evening there was
a trip organized to the Botanic Gardens and Batumi. Before starting the group work the
participants did an energizer with scattered chairs around the room.

Session 1 & 2: Project Planning
Objectives

First phase or continuation of project development
Activities
Firstly, those groups that were already developing their projects since the previous course in June
could continue the working process and could find a place to work in the building or outside on the
balconies. One of the trainers would be their point of reference for the rest of the course.
The groups that were formed the day before were presented with tools for problem analysis in five
dimensions:
1. Conflict issue – Conflict tree
2. Actors and their relations – Actor Mapping
3. Conflict Dynamics – ABC Triangle
4. Needs and Intentions with the Conflict – Onion Model of Position, Interests and Needs
5. Peace Capacities – Peace Flower
The participants were handed the tools on prints and started with the first phase of the problem
definition by filling in the problem tree. It was noted that they could still switch partners, the
project groups were not set in stone. For these groups, the other trainer was the point of
reference.

Project Development
Outcomes
Three groups were already in a further stage in the project, since they developed the first steps of
the process during the previous course in June. They explained their current progress as follows:

One group was developing a project dealing with the topic of historic facts that happened
at the end of WWII at the borders of Croatia, Slovenia, and Italy. They observed a lack of
shared memory, resulting in the lack of collaboration in communities, even though they
have a strong cultural and social connection. They are fine-tuning their Theory of Change
and vision statement with regard to this problem definition.
 Another group was in the fine-tuning phase with their project called Echoes of Silence.
Their initiative is focused on Dealing with the Past in Romania regarding their history of the
Holocaust.
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One participant wished ‘young people living in Italy would be less discriminating people
who are different’. He plans to work with partners from NGO’s on an educational level in
order this aim. The key element in his strategy is to change the way integration is dealt
with in Italy and make it a more inclusive process.

Botanic Gardens & Batumi
After lunch, the group celebrated Shota’s birthday in the kitchen with a cake and singing happy
birthday. Then, everyone hopped on the bus to the Botanic Gardens where the group had 1.5
hours to walk to the other side and enjoy the beautiful plants, trees, and sea-side views. In
Batumi, we took our first group picture and the group had a free evening in the city until 21.30.

Botanic Gardens and Batumi
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Day 7
Sessions 1 & 2: Project Planning
Objectives

To further develop project plans
Activities
During the entire morning the participants worked on developing their project plans further.
Outcomes
Most of the teams were in stage 5, around identifying entry points and key actors and assessing
their own capacities.

Project Development

Sessions 3 & 4: Project Planning
Objectives

To continue to further develop project plans

To share the progress of the project plans with the group
Activities
After lunch, the group did the ‘Horses’ energizer in a circle. After that, all groups worked on their
project plans the entire afternoon. The goal was set to achieve the stage of ‘output’ of the
intervention logic, stage 5. Also, the groups were asked to prepare their outlines in order to
present them to the rest of the group the next morning. The last ten minutes of the session was
devoted to providing an update of the working process and sharing this with the rest of the
participants.
Outcomes
The groups presented which stage they were in, most of them were working on the section of
outcome, output, and activity.
Different groups were in different stages of the project development process:

Holocaust in Romania: Implementation, action planning, and budgeting. At the same time
fine tuning intervention logic.

Croatia/Slovenia/Italy narratives: Intervention logic stage

Racism in Italy: stuck after intervention logic

Armenian/Azerbaijani threat images: Half way intervention logic

Brainwashing: Between intervention logic and outline/outcome stage.

Silence on atrocities in Georgia: intervention logic

Xenophobia towards refugees in Western Europe: intervention logic
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Project Development

Reflection
The group reflected in a circle. It was asked how they experienced the process today. Participants
shared some frustrations, good insights, happy moments, and learning experience from the project
planning. Their impressions of the day were that there was a stimulating working environment.
Some enjoyed working practically. Also, it was noted that the exercises were good, working with
intervention logic worked well.

Dinner arranged by participants
This evening reservations were made for everyone at a restaurant in the street, on the initiative of
some of the participants. We enjoyed each other’s company, with some good Georgian food and
wine and some continued the good conversations on the balcony in the hotel.
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Day 8
The day started a bit late, but it started well. A participant suggested the ‘Rollercoaster’ energizer
before starting the first session.

Rollercoaster

Session 1: Finalizing Project Planning
Objectives

To finalize the outlines of the project plans
Activities
The groups worked on the final touches of their project plans.
Outcomes
All project plans were e-mailed to the trainers.

Session 2: Final Presentations
Objectives

To present the project plans of the participants with the group
Activities
First, the groups were given half an hour to work on two minute presentation explaining their
project plan. The assignment was to translate what they had produced in their impact chain in
other wording. The presentations consisted of the following elements:








Why? Problem
What + How? Goal + Activity
With whom + For whom? Target group + Partner
Where? Country + City
When? Year + Month + Duration
Next steps
Reference person
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The participants were also asked to let their group know what their intentions were to commit to
implementing this project, in order to manage expectations within the groups.
Outcomes
All groups presented their project plans in front of everyone in two minutes. After their
presentations there was room for questions from the other participants. There was some discussion
regarding the concept of an escape room and how this would look like in practice.
Holocaust in Romania
 Why? Problem

In Romania there is no real discourse on WWII and the Holocaust. Now that
Romania is part of the EU there is a platform, but this is in need of enhancement
 What + How? Goal + Activity

Enhancing discourse and breaking the silence

Two workshops, one with theoretical knowledge and discussion and one with
practical skills in research and academic writing. After this, there will be a call for
papers from the school students. These papers will be orally presented in the last
stage in order to facilitate a social discourse.
 With whom + For whom? Target group + Partner

School students, compromising a new generation born in a democratic and free
setting. They will benefit from writing and leadership skills.

The first partner will be Silvia’s old school in Sibiu, more will hopefully follow, this
will be the pilot.
 Where? Country + City

School in Sibiu, Romania
 When? Year + Month + Duration

The project will start in 2016, call for papers in February, conference in May. The
workshops will be on Saturdays. There will be three weeks between the workshops.
 Next steps

Apply for funding

Further develop their website http://en.echosofromania.com

In December, they will go to Sibiu to discuss these plans with the school.

Preparing presentations
Xenophobia towards refugees in Western Europe
 Why? Problem

This project focuses on existing xenophobic attitudes in Germany and the
Netherlands towards the large influx of refugees
 What + How? Goal + Activity

An escape room (tasks under time pressure such as puzzles) that recreates the
experiences refugees go through before reaching the Netherlands or Germany.
People would engage in this escape room without knowing beforehand that this will
be a “refugee experience”. Afterwards, there will be a reflection. If people are not
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happy at the end, they can ask for a refund. Otherwise they can donate their
ticket.
With whom + For whom? Target group + Partner

Target group are peers, young people

Partners: existing escape rooms, someone who can create the story into a game.
Perhaps Humanity House in the Hague
Where? Country + City

Cities in the Netherlands and Germany that have escape rooms (Bohn, Köln,
Amsterdam, the Hague)
When? Year + Month + Duration

Eight months preparation, three months project, one month reflection
Next steps

Meet up in November 2015, go to Humanity House in the Hague

Croatia/Slovenia/Italy narratives
 Why? Problem

Lack of memory regarding events that occurred in WWII in the border area
between Italy, Slovenia and Croatia. This topic is neglected in narratives, but used
for political purposes in the 1990s. This created a lack of trust between
communities in this area.
 What + How? Goal + Activity

The goal is to create concrete knowledge about the tragedies in this area and raise
awareness

Three activities

Training course on reconciliation and facts with groups from each country

Laboratories on roots of own identity (Italianization and such)

Human libraries for participants to share their identity

Final meeting would find new strategies to share new narratives
 With whom + For whom? Target group + Partner

Target group: Youth from the border areas

One partner organization from each country
 Where? Country + City

Italy, Croatia, Slovenia border regions
 When? Year + Month + Duration

The plan is to mid-December and finish September 2016. This will fall together with
commemoration day in order to draw attention to the topic.
 Next steps

Continue on this path
Silence on atrocities in Georgia
 Why? Problem

In Georgia, people don’t talk about the Georgian side of the atrocities that occurred
in the Georgia-Abkhazia conflict. There is an opportunity for discussion, which
might change the attitude towards Abkhazians.
 What + How? Goal + Activity

Goal: to stimulate a more open environment for discussion regarding this topic in
Georgia

Create a room for discussion and a network for continuous process
 With whom + For whom? Target group + Partner

Target group: Students

Partners can be the university (for rooms), existing groups that work on this issue,
informal groups of students
 Where? Country + City

Tbilisi, Georgia
 When? Year + Month + Duration
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The goal is to implement the activity around May or June 2016
Next steps

Connect with possible partners

Project Presentations
Armenian/Azerbaijani threat images
 Why? Problem

The territorial conflict over Nagorno-Karabakh is not solved
 What + How? Goal + Activity

The goal is to establish a dialogue between young people from Azerbaijan and
Armenia

The activity will be a training course where participants can share and get to know
each other. A possible idea can be that young people from the Caucasus and
Europe share a house together, cook, clean etc. This way, they are active and in an
intimate and safe setting.
 With whom + For whom? Target group + Partner

Young People
 Where? Country + City

Georgia
 When? Year + Month + Duration

Summer 2016
 Next steps

They will develop the plan further and set up Skype meetings
Brainwashing
 Why? Problem

Brainwashing in Azerbaijan regarding the relationship between Armenia and
Azerbaijan
 What + How? Goal + Activity

Goal: to redirect assumptions in a positive way, to change people’s attitudes vis-àvis each other

Activity: A development campus with different departments such as art, cooking,
engineering, entertainment (singing, dancing), intellectual games (chess), film, and
more. This film department will develop a movie of the entire project, which will be
shared on social media. This academy will be led by international trainers.

The selection for this activity will be done in a three day seminar in order to make
sure that participants are selected carefully.
 With whom + For whom? Target group + Partner

Target group: Students of faculties of law and political science, future policymakers

Partners: An Armenian partner will be very important
 Where? Country + City

Batumi, Georgia (for example)
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When? Year + Month + Duration

In 2016, ten days
Next steps

Six months after the academy there will be a follow up of three days to evaluate
the results of the academy.

Racism in Italy
 Why? Problem

Italy is the third most racism country in Europe (with regard to people of African
descent). There is little awareness about racism in Italy and the ways in which
racism works in the lives of people. Also, people are unaware how to act against
racism and there are not enough initiatives against this problem.
 What + How? Goal + Activity

Create a space for people to think and discuss about this issue and interact
Workshops
 With whom + For whom? Target group + Partner

Target group: classes in high schools with a high percentage of immigrants and
classes that do not have immigrants. Basically, include everyone in this dialogue.

Partners: University professors in this field, NGOs.
 Where? Country + City

Milan, Italy
 When? Year + Month + Duration

First workshop will be at the university in spring 2016.
 Next steps

Organize a workshop at university in order to find people and organizations that
are also interested in this topic and start working from there. It will be a long
process after that.

Bomba Energizer and Evaluation

Evaluation
Before the evaluation session, the group played the energizer Bomba.
Objectives

Create space to reflect on learning outcomes and share this with others

Gather useful feedback on the training course
Activities
During this session participants were asked to reflect upon what they learned and share this with
others. Also, it was a possibility to see if the course met their expectations, what was useful, not
useful and what they would take out of this course.
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Firstly, the group tried to remember what happened during the course, day by day, activity by
activity. Secondly, the group was asked to go into the same groups that they were in when
thinking about and writing down the expectations on the flipcharts. There was time to talk about
these expectations and have a look at what they wrote down at the beginning of the course.
On the flipcharts, they could indicate if their expectations were met or if they liked an element with
a happy smiley :-). If an expectation was not met, a sad smiley could be drawn :-( and of course
there are many variations like :-| or :-s. The groups shared these outcomes with everyone.
At the very end, some technicalities were discussed. Participants were asked to fill in the Google
evaluation form that was made by the trainers and the Erasmus+ evaluation form. Also, they were
reminded to send their return travel documents.
Regarding the developed projects, the trainers would send an update at the end of the year to see
where everyone stands. Participants were asked to share updates on project with everyone on
Facebook or via e-mail. This keeps the motivation up! Also, trainers offered their continuous
support for developing the project proposals and applying for funding. They offered to give
feedback on applications, so feel free to contact them. Overall, stay in touch!
Outcomes
There were many happy smileys on the flipcharts, so the general feeling was positive. People were
content with the substance, with the parts of exchanging narratives, project development skills and
more. Some disappointments that were expressed related to not coming into contact with local
communities, expecting more proposal writing and administrative skills, project monitoring, role of
the mediator, networking, and more discussion on conflict in the Caucasus.

Evaluation session

Free Afternoon, Dinner, and Goodbye Party
Since the trainers had to leave the project early (to their own regret), the free time was scheduled
on the last day. There was time to go to the Kobuleti market and buy some last souvenirs to bring
home. Since it was the last evening, the group enjoyed a great dinner and especially enjoyed each
others’ company.
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Day 9
After breakfast, everyone said their goodbyes and the group left in busses to Tbilisi/Batumi or to
their respective cities. From this point onwards, further cooperation and project development could
begin!
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Annex: Games and Activities
Switching Chairs
Make a circle with chairs. All participants sit on a chair, only one stands in the middle of the circle.
Participants on chairs try to establish eye contact in pairs and switch chairs. The person standing in
the middle of the circle has to try to sit on a chair while others try to switch.
Name and gesture game
Everyone stands in a circle. One by one everyone says their name and makes a gesture which
everyone then repeats.
Question game
Prepare some questions for a group people (1 question per 2 people) and hand these out on papers
to the people standing in the room. The group walks around and ask the question they have in
their hands to a person they meet in the room. Afterwards they switch or hand the paper over to
the other person. Walk around like this for a while. The questions could for example be:

What is your most embarrassing experience?

What is your favorite film?

Where do you see yourself in five years?

What are your hobbies?

Who is your hero?
Pop Corn Energizer
Everybody stands randomly in the room and is supposed to be popcorn. The temperature is slowly
behind turned up and you move faster. When you touch each other, you pop so you make the
sound ‘pop pop pop’. That way the room becomes popcorn.
‘The Name Bazaar’
Each participant takes a piece of paper tape and draws as many lines on it as many letters their
name has (e.g. TOM would draw _ _ _). Participants stick the tape to their body in a visible place.
Then the market begins – you have to “collect” your name by exchanging letters with someone
who has the same letter in their name (e.g. TOM can exchange O with OLIVIA). During the market
you can exchange only one letter with each participant. At the end if there are letters that only one
person has in their name (e.g. Z, Y etc.) you can ask if anyone has that letter in their surname.
Chicken game
For this game, the groups splits into two, chickens and farmers (or princesses and princes). Half of
the group (the chickens) form a circle with chairs and sits on them, leaving one chair empty. The
other half (farmers) stand behind a chair, creating pairs of chickens and farmers. It is the task of
the farmer behind the empty chair to convince a chicken to sit on their chair by establishing eye
contact and winking. The farmers behind the chair can “guard” their chicken by holding them back
once they want to switch. This game repeats itself.
‘Rock paper scissors’ cheering competition
This is a group version of rock-paper-scissors, where the whole group stands in the room and plays
best out of three rock-paper-scissors with who they meet. The one that wins continues to be in the
game, whilst the one that lost cheers for the one that just beat him or her. This way there ends up
being two players with a crowd cheering for them.
Dragons, Princesses and Princes
Create two even teams. These teams will play rock-paper-scissors against each other, but it’s
called dragons-princesses-princes. The dragon beats the princess, the prince beats the dragon and
the princess beats the prince. The two groups have to think of their symbols which they will
perform to symbolize these three things. The game is best-out-of-three. Before each try, the group
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gets to think of which symbol they will use (if they will be a dragon, princess or prince). Then, the
two groups face each other in two straight lines. The trainer counts to three and the groups have
to simultaneously do their symbol. This is done until there is a winning group.
Bird Energizer
This energizer is being done with the group standing in the room randomly. Everyone pretends to
be a bird, following the sign of the trainer. There are two kinds of birds, namely ‘pprr prr’
(shrugging shoulders) and ‘papu papu’ (arms wide like a bird). These are done whilst walking
around the room.
Human Knot
Participants make a tight circle and then hold each other’s hands in random order (except hands of
a neighbour) and in the same time avoid forming small groups/circles (all hands should be
connected with all participants in the same circle). The aim is to untangle hands and come back to
a circle without tangled hands. Participants can’t let go of their hands while doing the exercise (if
that option is not given by a trainer).
‘Train of Trust’
The group sits in a circle on chairs. Then they shift their bodies sideways so they sit with their
backs towards each other. Then, everyone lies back, leaning with their backs on the legs of the
person behind them. The trainers remove the chairs from underneath the group evenly so that the
entire group is left leaning on and supporting themselves.
Scattered chairs
People sit on chairs randomly in the room, one person walks through the room and try to sit on an
empty chair. There is always one empty chair. The rest can run and switch chairs in order to make
sure that the person that is standing cannot sit on an empty chair. They cannot, however, obstruct
this person.
Horses
In this energizer the participants pretend to be horses. Everyone stands up in a circle. The trainer
makes a gesture like a horse and the rest repeats. First there is clapping on the legs, then jumping
and tapping our necks. These three gestures are repeated in different sequences.
Rollercoaster
This energizer is done by creating a line with chairs like a rollercoaster, two by two. The experience
is recreated by the trainer and everyone follows: Dribbling your feet on the floor is going up,
moving forward is going down, same goes for moving to the left or to the right. The trainer takes
the participants on a ride by narrating a rollercoaster ride this way. Everybody can scream as if
they were on an actual rollercoaster.
Bomba – the game for peace builders
There is a balloon in the room, which is a bomb. Everybody walks or runs around the room trying
not to be touched by the person who is holding the balloon. You can protect your chest by hugging
someone else, that way the balloon cannot be given to you.
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Annex: Evaluation Results
Section 1: Program Elements
In general, the participants found the program and the themes addressed relevant for their
learning, they graded this with a 9.1.
Program Elements

October 19: Opening and Welcoming
October 19: Theoretical Framework and …
October 19: Learning Needs and Expectations
October 19: Group Dynamics
October 20: Understanding Peacebuilding
October 20: Peer-to-Peer Sessions -…
October 21: Peer-to-Peer Sessions - Aspects…
October 21: NGO Fair
October 21: Power
October 21: Fundraising and Budgeting
October 22: Theory of Change (ToC)
October 22: Project Planning
October 22: Traditional Georgian Dinner
October 23 - 24: Project Planning
October 25: Project Presentations
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A few comments on the program were made in terms of there being a good balance between
theory and practice. “It was a perfect chance for me to gain more hands-on knowledge on issues of
reconciliation and peace-building besides a purely academic approach”. Also, there were some
general comments about the training being “good” and “awesome”.

Section 2: Learning and Outcomes
Did the training course meet your personal expectations? Please explain why or why not.
For all of the participants the training met their expectations to a large extent. Some quotes
reflecting their in what way the courses did or did not meet their personal expectations:

“I was interested to learn about project planning, and found these topics + examples given
interesting and inspiring.

“I was happy to meet an open and interesting group of people.”

“The training course did meet my expectations, although I would have wished to have
more time for the concrete project planning.”

“Yes. As a participant from the previous training I was expecting to understand how to
implement and enhance my project and this is exactly what I've learnt”

“I got more info and aspects about reconciliation and got to know different contexts in
different countries. and I liked how we connected reconciliation and project in this field”

“I intended to learn how to start a project planning and as a result of the training I
managed to draft a project with my group members”
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Which new competences (skills, attitudes, knowledge) did you gain related to peacebuilding, reconciliation and project planning?
Knowledge that participants said to have gained was on the topics of conflict resolution,
reconciliation processes, project planning, and peace-building. Especially the theories and models,
such as Theory of Change and theoretical knowledge on Reconciliation were mentioned often. As
one participant noted: “the "Theory of change" was rather new for me and it was of great
importance for starting a project”. Also, case studies, “insight on conflict on personal level”,
planning and budgeting, and “understanding of all steps involved in project planning” were
mentioned.
With regards to skills, participants reflected that they gained “educative skills and experience”,
“communication skills, some administrative” skills in “applying theory of change” or “skills on
planning, writing and proposals”. Also a participant gained skills in “project planning in an
international setting… take into consideration possible tensions all the time.” Besides these, also
more general skills were gained by some, as was noted: “Also, due to the fact that participants
were included in the content of the programme, I feel I had the opportunity to really push myself
at times outside my comfort zone which gave me the opportunity to improve my skills, such as
speaking in public.”
Gained attitudes that were mentioned were “inspiration on making a change”, concentration, and
motivation. One participant described his or her experience as follows: “My attitudes regarding
project planning have changed in the way that I really feel the need to tackle a problem instead of
randomly planning projects. It made me aware of the importance of a structured planning and
reflection on my work”.
How are you going to use your learning outcomes of this course in your future work?
Most participants explained that they would “Definitely […] use the tools and knowledge [they
have] learned during this course.” They expressed their hope or plans to either “Implement [their]
own youth project” or “to be a multiplier and use [the] knowledge in workshops with young
people”, or to “bring these experiences to [their] hometown and community”. Others expressed
their plans to “make use of momentum” and “being a proactive citizen”. There were also plans
made to implement the projects that were developed during this project: “I plan to continue
working in this field, and if everything goes to plan, I wish to carry out the project we started to set
up in Georgia.”
Your Learning Progress

Peacebuilding
Conflict
Transformation
Reconciliation
Theory of
Change
Before the
Course

Project Planning
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At the end of
the Course
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Section 3: Youth Pass Competences
Grading Your Competences

Competence 1: Communication in your
mother tongue
Competence 2: Communication in foreign
languages
Competence 3: Mathematical competence and
basic competences in science and technology
Competence 4: Digital competences
Competence 5: Learning to learn
Competence 6: Social and civic competences
Competence 7: Sense of initiative and
entrepreneurship
Competence 8: Cultural awareness and
expression
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Section 4: Additional Questions and Comments
Participants graded additional aspects of the training course on average:
Own participation
The group spirit
Logistics such as transfers, accommodation, food, venue
Facilitator's performance (Isra and Seba)
Support staff (Shota and Julia)

8,7
8,9
9,2
9,5
9,4

Overall satisfaction with the training course

9,3

If you were able to change three elements of the course, what would these be?
Besides a few participants having nothing to change or finding everything “brilliant”, these were
some of the suggestions:

“More comfortable chairs”

“More time for project planning”

“More emphasis on Caucasian region”

“More carpets”

“More divers excursions”

“Better Internet signal strength”

“The final presentation of the projects should have lasted longer”

“I'd have much more activities outside :)”

“More time for own project planning activities”

“More of the subjects "Fundraising" "Budgeting"

“Sharing national narratives for those who are not aware of existing conflicts among the
participant countries”

“I would have liked to have visited an organization or project that works on reconciliation in
the region”

“More stimulation to the group to mixing (in terms of avoiding national groupings)”
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“Movie nights”
“Some more days to have the chance to finish with every single detail of the project”

Some more general comments:

“It was a overall really great experience and i can't even express how much I have learned
during this course and the one in June.”

“I really hope that this course is going to happen again and that other young people have
the chance to meet and work together. Thank you so much for this opportunity!!!!”
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Annex: Presentations
Presentation 1: Peace-Building
Presentation 2: Reconciliation in Northern Ireland
Presentation 3: Justice and Truth
Presentation 4: Propaganda
Presentation 5: Theory of Change
Presentation 6: PAH – Anti-eviction campaign
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Vilanova, October 2015




Stopping Violence and Destructive Conflict
Building Just and Sustainable Peace

Peacemaking, Peacekeeping, Peacebuilding







Peacekeeping = ending direct violence

Peacemaking = changing adversarial attitudes
through dialogue and mediated negotiations

Peacebuilding = structural transformation of the
conflict’s root causes in the political, economic,
and social spheres

Conflict Management: Umbrella term referring to
any affords undertaken to settle a conflict and to
get the conflicting parties involved in that
process./ Term referring to high level negotiations
settling wars with ceasefires etc.





Conflict resolution aims to resolve a conflict by
addressing its roots and identifying possible
solutions to the conflict at stake.

Conflict transformation is any process transforming
relationships, interests, needs, pattern of
behaviour or social contexts to bring about peace.

Societal Actor Mapping/ Conflict Tracks

Conflict-Affected Population

FEW

MANY

Track 1
Track 2
Track 3

Track
1
Track
2

Level 1 (Top)

- Military/Political/Religious Leaders
with High Visibility
- Business
- Government Officials

Level 2 (Middle)

Track 3

Previolence
Phase

- Leaders Respected in Sectors
- Ethnic/Religious Leaders
- Academics/Teachers
- NGO Leaders
- Professionals
- Media/Journalists

Violent
Phase

Level 3 (Grassroots)

- Local Leaders/Elders
- NGO and Community Workers
- Women and Youth Groups
- Local Health Officials
- Social Workers
- Activists

Postviolent
Phase

Questions?

Own research

Reconciliation in Northern Ireland
A case study of Belfast

Reconciliation: a definition


From a relationship-oriented view, reconciliation can be
understood as the process of addressing conflictual and fractured
relations that are aimed to be restored so that people learn to
live non-violently with differences in order to move from a
divided past to a shared future (Bloomfield 2006:8; Ramsbotham
et al. 2011:246; Smeulers & Grünfeld 2011:456).



Aar, N.J. van der & Korving, I. (2013), ‘Reconciliation in a World of Diversity:
Looking for a Shared Future in the Local Context of Post-Conflict Belfast’,
Igitur Archives, Utrecht: Utrecht University.



Korving, I. (2015), 'The Making and Unmaking of Social Identity Boundaries
and Physically Defined Geographical Borders: The interrelated bordering
processes of social sectarian division and interface barriers in North and West
Belfast, Northern Ireland', Igitur Archives, Utrecht: Utrecht University.

Conflict mapping


The “Troubles” (1969-1998)



Good Friday Peace Agreement (1998)



Current situation:



Reconciliation initiatives




Direct and indirect approaches
•
•

Direct: addressing sectarianism through dialogue

Indirect: addressing sectarianism by means of non-conflict related means

Dealing with the past vs. Towards a shared future

Irish nationalists, mostly Catholic, wished “to absorb all the six counties of
Northern Ireland into the Republic of Ireland” while British Protestants who had
lived in Northern Ireland for generations wanted to “maintain the loyalty of the
region in the British Union” (Juergensmeyer 2003).

Divided society

Sectarianism integral part of everyday life: neighbourhoods, schools, sports,
etc.

Example I: Indirect approach



Beyond Skin: Global Music Workshop
Three-strand approach
1.

Create a safe environment to learn a new skill

3.

Learn to address issues of sectarianism, racism and other forms
of discrimination

2.

Build up confidence

Example II:
Reconciliation and interface barriers


Interface barriers in Belfast: 99, 21 kilometres



Included in policy to promote reconciliation in 2013




Sliabh Dubh Mural, West Belfast –
Black Mountain Shared Space Project

Maintain division

Mental barriers for removal

Step towards reconciliation?

“Men hate each other because they fear each other, and they fear each
other because they don’t know each other, and they don’t know each
other because they are often separated from each other”
- Martin Luther King (1958)

Questions?

Justice

Truth

WHY?
-A never ending discussion
-Important for Transitional Justice today!

Why do people care about justice and truth?

Two main options

Punishment

-Justice is understood as ‘’fairness’’
-’’Fairness’’ is to get what you
deserve.
-What do we deserve?
-People are individual beings who
can think.
-To obey the (reasonable rules)
makes them part of the human
society.
-To give someone punishement is
good. It is what he deserves.
-It makes him part of the society
again. It recognizes him as a
responsible human being.
-Not punishing is wrong.

Restoration

-Everything in life has a goal
-The goal of human beings is to
flourish in society.
-Why? People are social beings
-Without social interactions they
are actual some kind of animals.
-’’Justice’’ is a situation in which
this goal can be best achieved.
-Reintegration is most important.
-Essence is to stop the cycle of
violence.
-Even if people escape their
punishment.
-Not punishing might in a lot of
cases be the best option.

Philosophy

Immanuel Kant
(and followers)

Aristotle
(and followers)

What does this mean for truth?
-Truth only serves to get what they
deserve.
-Punishment
-Reparation of damage.
-Truth serves punishment
-Punishement serves rehabilitation
in the society

-Truth serves to know you place in
history
-Knowing your place in history is
essential to be a part of society
again.
-Knowing you place in history is
essential to fulfill your goal as a
social human being.
-Reconciliation/pardons is therefore
a good means to achief this.
-Punishment often forms new
ground for conflicts.
-To end the cycle of violence is the
most important thing.

Justice

Compensation

Rehabilitation

Reconciliation

Propaganda

* Information, especially of a biased or
misleading nature, used to promote a political
cause or point of view.

George Orwell´s 1984

* Propaganda is the deliberate, systematic attempt to
shape perceptions, manipulate cognitions, and direct
behavior to achieve a response that furthers the
desired intent of the propagandist

Commercial Promotion

Before a Conflict

US

vS.

THEM

„The first casualty of war
is the truth“

After a Conflict

During a Conflict

Subliminal Messages

(Motivation, Recruitment)

„War makes fascists
of us all“

Lies of Omission

„Only the dead have seen the end of the war“

Emotional vs. Intellectual level

Thank You for Your Attention!

A Matter of Perspective and
Presentation

Kobuleti, October 2015

 The

articulation of the underlying
beliefs and assumptions that guide a
change strategy and are believed to
be critical for producing change and
improvement





Theory of change states what expected
(changed) result will follow from a particular
set of actions.
Example:

◦ If I add more fuel to the fire, then it will burn hotter.





1.

2.
3.

4.

Formulates assumptions about the
process through which change will
occur

Specifies the ways in which early and
intermediate outcomes relate to
achieving the desired long-term
change

A pathway of change illustrating relationship
between several outcomes which are
preconditions of the long-term goal.

Indicators that are defined to be specific enough
to measure success.

Interventions that are used to bring about each of
the preconditions on the pathway, and at each
step of the pathway.
Assumptions that explain why the whole theory
makes sense!

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

1.

Identify Long-Term Outcome

1. What do we want to achieve?

Develop Pathway of Change

1. How do we reach it – Preconditions for Change

Operationalize Outcomes

1. What indicates that we reach out goal?
2. Whom do we need to address?
3. Time?

Define Interventions

1. What do we do to reach the goal?

Articulate Assumptions

1. Plausibility/ Feasibility/ Testability

Create Theory of Change

Long-Term Outcome/ Your Goal:

1.

Create Theory of Change

Long-Term Outcome/ Your Goal:

Group 1: MAKE ALL HUMAN BEINGS VEGAN!
Group 2: MAKE EVERYBODY LOVE PINK!
Group 3: MAKE EVERYBODY NOT TO GO TO
BARCELONA EVER AGAIN!
Group 4: MAKE EVERYBODY PLAY WATERPOLO?

A process rather than an end state or
outcome, aiming at building relationships
between individuals, groups and societies.

A process “through which a society moves
from a divided past to a shared future”,
looking at the past in a way that allows
people to see it in terms of “shared
suffering and collective responsibility” may
help to restore confidence.

In particular for societies that have gone
through:
 Ethnopolitical conflict (loss of trust)
 Intergenerational transmission of trauma
and grievances
 Negative interdependence (as the assertion
of each group’s identity is seen as requiring
the negation of the other group’s identity)
 Polarisation.

From Today to
Tomorrow

Pathway for
Change

Parade!!!

Open
Confrontation
Mobilisation &
Empowerment
Awareness
Reastaurants
Raising
Sit-Ins

Planning








Theory Family:

◦ Coming to Terms with the Past

Focus on acknowledging and accepting the
violent past as part of creating healthy selves,
relationships, and overall social/institutional
resiliency to future violence.

Statement:

If individuals and identity groups traumatized
by violence are given opportunities and
support to express and heal their pain, then
the desire for violent revenge will be reduced
and unresolved trauma will be removed as a
conflict grievance.



Theory Family:



Sub-Theories:

◦ Coming to Terms with the Past
◦ Trauma Healing
◦ Reconciliation
◦ Transitional Justice

Change

Legal
Case

M. Luther
King in TV
Banners in
the streets



Target:

◦ Grievance/
◦ Resilience



Activities



Target:

◦
◦
◦
◦
◦



Activities



Target:



Activities

Community Reconciliation ceremonies
Reconciliation focused media programmes
Education for children and youth
Cultural activities with reconciliation messages

◦ Grievance/
◦ Resilience
◦ Institutional performance
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦



Trauma Healing
Psychological Counseling
Art and theatre workshops
Storytelling programmes
Survivor workshops

◦ Grievance/
◦ Resilience
◦
◦
◦
◦



Truth Commisions
War crime tribunals
Monuments for remembrances
Reparations
Institutional reforms




Statement:

If individuals, elites, and groups from across
the conflict divide are engaged in a process
of reconciliation, then healthier relationships
and shared futures can be generated to
increase social resilience to mobilized
violence

Statement:

If war-torn societies publicly account for and
address the conflict's violence and human
rights/war crime violations, then social
resiliency to violence mobilization will be
strengthened and conflict-related grievance
among identity groups will decline.

Questions?

PAH – Antieviction Campaign

Economic context

Legal status

• Declaration of Human Rights (1948)
• PIDESC (International Pact of Civil and
economical rights) (1966)
• Fundamental Rights of the EU (2000)
• Directives of the EU (93/13/CEE; 2000/43;
2001/43)
• Constitutional law (1978)

1st cause of death among
men between 30 and 45 years
old in 2014 in Spain:
suicide

1663

evictions stopped September 2015

VICTORIES

evictions declared illegal
Strasbourg Court Sentence

2500

people realocated by September 2015

1.000.000
people involved actively in the campaign
nowadays

2009

1.402.854
Popular legislative initiative

Signatures
(500.000 necessary)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rBbRapDBuU

Working with
municipalities

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ungE6rOD
PA&feature=youtu.be

Against Blackstone
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=playe
r_embedded&v=gPGGJpOiseI

